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A conventional superconductor (SC) in the two-dimensional (2D) limit has a low transition 
temperature TC, and low superfluid density (SFD), resulting in fragile superconductivity1-3.  
Previous investigations using highly disordered granular films have also shown a rapid 
suppression of both TC and the SFD with thickness reduction, eventually resulting in a 
superconductor-insulator transition4-8.  The emergence of single crystal films, however, 
reveals surprises: at a thickness of only five atoms, Pb films still show remarkably high 
superfluid rigidity with robust superconductivity9, indicating the need for a close 
examination of phase rigidity in single crystal superconducting films. Using Indium Ö𝟕	´	Ö	𝟑  
on Si(111) as a single layer superconductor10, we study phase fluctuations by in situ 
measurement of both the macroscopic SFD and the microscopic quasi-particle excitation 
spectrum. We demonstrate a quantitative control of the superfluid phase rigidity by 
systematically increasing point defects. We further reveal how the density and morphology 
of defects impact the superconducting order parameter at both local and global scales. We 
measure both the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)11 and Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless 
(BKT)12-15 transition temperatures as the phase rigidity is varied, from which a 2D SC phase 
diagram is established, with generic features applicable to other ultrathin superconducting 
systems.  
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A superconducting state is characterized by a complex order parameter with an amplitude and a 
phase. For conventional BCS bulk superconductors, a finite pairing order parameter and long-
range phase ordering always appear together. However, in the 2D limit, such a tight link may not 
exist due to strong phase fluctuations.  According to the BKT theory11 relevant for 2D systems, 
quasi-long-range order is established below the BKT transition temperature (TBKT). But how is the 
BKT transition temperature related to the Cooper pair formation temperature in 2D 
superconducting films? Prior experimental investigations using highly disordered granular films 
show an onset of SC but a rapid reduction of TC and SFD as the film thickness decreases4-8. 
However, recent studies of epitaxial Pb films showed surprisingly high superfluid density down to 
a few monolayers9 with a robust TC, revealed by local tunneling and macroscopic transport 
measurements10,16,17. What controls the superfluid phase rigidity in these crystalline epitaxial thin 
films, especially in single layer regime?   
 
Addressing the issue of superconducting phase fluctuations becomes ever more critical and timely 
with the rapid discovery of different atomically thin single crystal superconductors10,16,18,19. Due 
to their atomically thin nature, such superconductors are fragile outside of an ultra-high vacuum 
environment. Most investigations in these systems have been based on in situ scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy measurements of superconducting gaps with only a few reported using in situ 
transport measurements20-23. Most importantly, none have addressed the relation between the 
superfluid rigidity and the BKT/BCS transition behavior.   
 
We use a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), shown in Fig.1a, in conjunction with a double-
coil mutual inductance system24, shown in Fig.1b, to measure the phase rigidity in an atomically 
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thin single crystal superconductor. A detailed description of the double-coil set-up can be found in 
Fig. S1. The double-coil measures the temperature dependent complex conductivity 	𝜎(𝑇) =𝜎)(T) + 𝑖𝜎-(𝑇). The real part 𝜎) reflects the dissipative process caused by vortex motion and the 
imaginary part 𝜎-  is related to the SFD 𝑛/ , through 𝜎- = 012345 . It is customary to refer to )63 
=	7801234 	as the SFD (as they are proportional), and we adopt this convention. This set-up allows us 
to directly measure the superfluid phase rigidity 𝐽/, through 	𝐽/ = ℏ3;<2378=>63, where d is the film 
thickness. As both probes are in situ and non-contact, the sample crystallinity is maintained and 
undesirable effects from electrical contact fabrication are avoided in in situ transport 
measurements20-23. By applying these two techniques on the same sample, a direct comparison 
between microscopic and macroscopic SC behavior can be made. 
 
Starting from a pristine single crystal Indium Ö7	´	Ö	3 layer on Si(111), we introduce defects as 
an independent control parameter. Fig. 1c to Fig. 1f shows the topography of sample #1 to sample 
#4 with increasing defect density. The percentage of the hole defects refers to the surface area 
fraction of the voids, and the total defects percentage refers to the surface area fraction for both 
voids and islands. The inset atomic images show that all 4 samples are in the Ö7´Ö3 phase. Fig. 
1g to Fig. 1j show the temperature dependent superfluid density 1/𝜆(𝑇)-, for sample #1 to sample 
#4, respectively. Using the two-fluid model fitting on sample #1 (Fig. 2g), the zero-temperature 
SFD can be estimated:  1𝜆- (𝑇) = 1𝜆- (0	𝐾)(1 − 𝑇𝑇H)<;with	 1𝜆- (0	𝐾) = 3.4	𝜇𝑚R-. 
From the temperature dependent SFD one can define a temperature dependent phase rigidity,	𝐽/(T):  
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𝐽/(𝑇)	[𝐾] = ℏ-𝑑4𝑒-𝜇W𝑘Y𝜆-(𝑇), 
where 𝑑 = 4.2	Å, the film thickness for our sample determined using STM. Following Emery 
and Kivelson3, the characteristic phase-ordering temperature can be evaluated in terms of zero-
temperature phase rigidity:  𝑇\4]^ = 𝐴 × 𝐽/(0	𝐾), 𝐴 = 0.9 for 2D system. 
The ratio between 𝑇\4]^ and 𝑇b	, 𝑇\4]^/𝑇b , parameterizes the strength and importance of phase 
fluctuations in the superconductivity transition. From the zero-temperature SFD: )63 (0	𝐾) =3.4	𝜇𝑚R- , we obtain 𝑇\4]^ = 7	𝐾 , roughly twice 𝑇b , indicating a regime where the phase 
fluctuations are significant. This ratio is markedly different from an earlier study of few-monolayer 
Pb films whose superfluid rigidity is more than an order of magnitude higher than 𝑇b9.  The near 
unity 𝑇\4]^/𝑇b  value makes this atomically thin superconductor an ideal platform to tune the SFD 
and to explore the interplay between phase rigidity and quasi-long-range phase coherence. As 
plotted in Fig. 1g to Fig. 1i, the universal BKT line12,13 with a slope of cd78=>;e83  intersects 1/𝜆(𝑇)- 
at the BKT transition temperature, i.e. 𝑇Yfg = d- 𝐽/ . (e. g.		𝑇Yfg = 3.05	𝐾  in Fig. 1g.) At this 
temperature thermally excited vortices start to proliferate and destroy the quasi-long-range order. 
Consistent with this picture is the observation of a peak in 𝜎)(𝑇), occurring roughly at 𝑇Yfg.  
 
Note that a standard BKT theory would predict a sudden jump in SFD from zero to finite value at 𝑇Yfg13.  However, such a sudden jump in SFD is absent here; instead, the change is gradual, 
varying across a finite temperature range. We are not aware of a sudden jump in SFD ever observed 
in atomically thin superconductors25, suggesting that this gradual change might be intrinsic to 
atomically thin superconductors as a result of strong phase fluctuations. Due to this smooth 
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transition, finite SFD can still be detected above 𝑇Yfg , we therefore define another critical 
temperature, the onset temperature of detectable SFD as 𝑇klm, (in this case 𝑇klm = 3.3 ± 0.05	𝐾  
in Fig. 1g), and it is shown later to be consistent with the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) 
measured transition temperature, 𝑇Ybk. 
 
Sample #2 shows similarly low hole density, albeit with a slightly higher island density, compared 
with sample #1. The SFD result shows a comparable value, although both 𝑇klm and 𝑇Yfg occur at 
a slightly lower temperature, 2.95 ± 0.05	𝐾 and 2.7	𝐾, respectively. This suggests that an increase 
of scattering due to the increased island defects suppresses the superconductivity transition. A 
dramatic change occurs in sample #3 when the hole density reaches 5%.  Even though 95% of the 
surface remains pristine, as shown in the inset atomic image, the SFD drops by almost one order 
of magnitude, signaling an enhancement of phase fluctuations. This in turn results in a significant 
reduction of 𝑇Yfg by 20%, down to 2.2 K. However, the onset SFD temperature 𝑇klm,	is reduced 
only by 2%, from 2.95 K to 2.9 K. This shows that hole defects strongly suppress the phase rigidity 
and 𝑇Yfg, but has little effect on 𝑇klm. More interestingly, upon a further increase of hole density 
to 6% (Fig. 1f for sample #4), the defect morphology changes from a uniform distribution to 
forming closed loops which break the continuous film into isolated patches. Although the 
crystallinity of the atomic structure is still preserved in the flat areas, a finite SFD is no longer 
detectable down to our lowest instrumentation temperature. This systematic study indicates that 
both defect density and morphology, while not disturbing the single crystallinity, profoundly 
impact the phase rigidity and BKT transition temperature in atomic layer superconductors.   
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We further investigate the correlation between the macroscopic measurement of the SFD and the 
microscopic measurement of the local superconducting gap. STS was used to probe the 
temperature dependent superconducting gap, ∆(𝑇), using both a normal tip and a superconducting 
tip; the latter provides higher energy resolution with better accuracy of gap value determination 
(See Fig. S2). Here we present detailed results for sample #2 (Fig. 2a) and sample #3 (Fig. 2d), 
where the transition from high to low superfluid phase rigidity occurs. Note the sample #2 and 
sample #3 here are the same ones as presented in Fig. 1. The spectra acquired on sample #2 using 
a niobium (Nb) tip are shown in Fig. 2b, exhibiting SC-SC tunneling features2, with 4 peaks at ±|∆) + ∆-|  and ±|∆) − ∆-| , where ∆)  and ∆-  refer to the superconducting gaps for tip and 
sample, respectively. A more accurate determination of ∆- is based on the fitting of a SC-SC 
tunneling formula and one example is shown in the inset. (See detailed analysis in Fig. S2b). The 
BCS fitting of the temperature dependent gap value ∆(T)  (Fig. 2c), allows us to obtain the 
transition temperature for sample #2: 𝑇Ybk_/]4rs2	#- = 3.1 ± 0.1	𝐾, 	∆uv]0/wuwx0	= 	𝑇Ybk − 𝑇Yfg = 0.4	𝐾. 
 STS of sample #3 acquired using a lead (Pb)-coated tungsten (W) tip is shown in Fig 2e.  The 
BCS fitting of the temperature dependent gap values ∆(T) (Fig. 2f), allows us to extract the 
transition temperature for sample #3:   𝑇Ybk_/]4rs2	#y = 2.9 ± 0.2	𝐾, 	∆uv]0/wuwx0	= 𝑇Ybk − 𝑇Yfg = 0.7	𝐾	. 
The enlarged error bar here is due to a less accurate fitting originating from the weaker 
superconductor to superconductor tunneling feature.  
 
Fig. 3a summarizes the superfluid phase rigidity (𝐽/ at 2.3 K) and critical temperatures TBKT, TBCS, 
TSFD as a function of hole defect density for sample #1 to sample #4. Within experimental error, 
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we find that the values of 𝑇Ybk  determined using STS are consistent with the values of 𝑇klm 
determined from the SFD measurement. In addition, in sample #4 where an SFD is not detectable 
down to 2.3 K, the SC gap is not observed down to 2.3 K either. These results indicate that a 
macroscopic detectable SFD goes hand-in-hand with a microscopic detectable SC gap. 
Interestingly, when the SFD phase rigidity changes by a factor of 6 from sample #2 to #3, although 
the 𝑇Ybk stays almost the same, the difference between 𝑇Ybk	and	𝑇Yfg, ∆gv]0/wuwx0, doubled. This 
indicates that the SC gap, or the existence of Cooper pairs, persists at a temperature significantly 
above the BKT transition temperature. The transition temperature range ∆uv]0/wuwx0 , highly 
depends on the SFD phase rigidity, which can be tuned by the defect density. These behaviors are 
summarized in the phase diagram (Fig. 3b), which clearly demonstrates that for a 2D SC with 
significant phase fluctuations, the Cooper pair formation occurs prior to the establishment of quasi-
long-range order. 
 
We now turn to the issue of whether defects result in an inhomogeneity in the tunneling gap. The 
STS mapping on sample #2 cutting across several atomic steps (along the white dashed arrow on 
Fig. 4a), is presented in Fig. 4b. Since ∆) is the tip SC gap, the spatial uniformity of the sample 
SC gap ∆-, is reflected in the uniformity of ±|∆) + ∆-|	peak energies. As sample #2 contains 
primarily pristine regions, it might not be surprising that the gap uniformity is maintained even 
across the step edges26,27.  However, this gap uniformity is maintained even on sample #3 which 
contains 5% hole defects. The STS mapping on sample #3 (Fig. 4d) along the white dashed arrow 
in Fig 4c, cutting across several hole defects, shows that the gap value at the defect region stays 
the same as that on the pristine area. Outside the gap energy range, the tunneling spectra exhibit a 
higher noise level at the defect locations.  This is further exemplified by the STS spectra (Fig. 4f) 
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acquired at three different representative positions marked on Fig. 4e:  point Ι acquired at the 
pristine area, point ΙΙ at the step edge defect (~ 5 nm in width), and point ΙΙΙ	at a hole defect  (~ 10 
nm size). All three spectra show the typical superconductor to superconductor tunneling features 
with the same ±|∆) + ∆-|	peak energies, indicating uniform gap values among these three points. 
Nevertheless, features near ±|∆) − ∆-| in the defect regions appear to be more smeared out, 
suggesting there might be finer structure not yet resolved in our measurement. As for the increased 
noise level outside the gap energy range at the hole defect position, we attribute it to the enhanced 
local potential fluctuations due to the charging and de-charging process during tunneling28.  
 
The spatial uniformity of the SC gap in this system—in contrast to other 2D or quasi-2D 
superconducting systems29—may be closely related to a much longer coherence length, which is 
about 600 nm21,30 for a crystalline film. However, the lateral size of the defect is only 2 to 10 nm, 
about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the coherence length. This prevents local defects from 
disrupting the amplitude of the SC order parameter, although the defects can contribute to the 
reduction of SFD and the enhancement of phase fluctuations.  
 
Our direct measurements of the SFD and the quasi-particle excitation spectrum in a single layer 
crystalline superconductor address the issue of superfluid phase rigidity and the behavior of 
BKT/BCS transition as the phase rigidity is varied. The overall behavior to emerge is expressed in 
the 2D SC phase diagram shown in Fig. 3b:  Cooper pair formation occurs prior to (at higher 
temperatures than) the quasi-long-range order and the temperature range of the intermediate phase 
highly depends on the phase rigidity of the system. However, the spatial uniformity of the gap 
even prior to the onset of quasi-long-range order is a rather rare feature compared to other 2D or 
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quasi-2D superconducting systems which allows us to more cleanly extract general features 
associated with pair fluctuations in the extreme 2D limit. Such a phase diagram should be generic 
to 2D condensate systems with relatively low superfluid density and long coherence length. The 
overall picture presented here should be relevant to other type of condensates—such as exciton, 
magnon, and polariton condensates—in the extreme 2D limit. 
 
 
Methods 
Our experiments were conducted in home-built STM and non-contact in situ double-coil mutual 
inductance systems, with base pressure to be	~	10R))	torr and lowest temperature to be ~	2.3 K. 
The indium √7 × √3 films were prepared using a home-built molecular beam epitaxy system. The 
growth procedure consists of a deposition of 	proper amount of indium onto Si(111) 7 × 7 surface 
and post annealing at 500 	°C . Samples were transferred into STM and double-coil mutual 
inductance systems through a transfer vessel with 	10R)W	torr base pressure, in order to maintain 
the perfect crystallinity of the film. Constant current STS was measured using a standard lock-in 
technique, with modulation frequency at 490 Hz. Detailed analysis of the STS is presented in the 
supplementary.  
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1| Temperature dependent superfluid density results. a, Schematic illustration of scanning 
tunneling microscope probe. Both the probe apex and the tunneling region are in nm scale.                
b, Schematic illustration of double-coil mutual inductance probe. Both the probe coil size and the 
sample size are in mm scale. c-f, Topography of indium Ö7	´	Ö	3 monolayer samples with varying 
defect densities. The top right insets show their corresponding atomic images where the scale bar 
is 1 nm. g-j, Temperature dependent superfluid density measured using double-coil mutual 
inductance system. The magenta dashed line in g shows SFD fitting as a function of temperature 
using the two-fluid model to extrapolate the SFD at 0 K. The blue dashed line is the universal BKT 
line. The result in j is also plotted with a rescaled y-axis in the inset to show that SFD is not 
detectable down to our lowest instrumentation temperature, 2.3 K. 
 
Fig. 2| Temperature dependent quasi-particle excitation spectrum. a,	STM image taken on 
sample #2. (sample bias VB = 2.0 V, tunneling current It = 15 pA.) b, Temperature dependent 
tunneling spectra on sample #2 using superconducting Nb tip. Curves are offset for clarity. c, BCS 
gap fitting for sample #2 using gap values extracted from b. The inset in c shows a typical 
tunneling spectrum using superconducting Nb tip. The green curve shows the experimental data at 
2.58K and orange curve shows the fitted result, from which sample gap value is obtained. d,	STM 
image taken on sample #3. (VB = 2.0 V, It = 15 pA.) e, Temperature dependent tunneling spectra 
on sample #3 using superconducting Pb tip. Curves are offset for clarity. f, BCS gap fitting for 
sample #3 using gap values extracted from e. The black dashed line in b and e is a guide to show 
the shift of the tunneling peak at |∆) − ∆-|	as a function of temperature.  
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Fig. 3| 2D SC phase diagram. a, Summary of phase rigidity: 𝐽/(𝑇 = 2.3	𝐾) , and critical 
temperatures: TBKT, TBCS, TSFD, as a function of hole density. The red arrow marks the sample 
number at corresponding hole defect density. The 𝑇klm and 𝑇Yfg for sample #4 are beyond our 
lowest instrument temperature and therefore are shown as falling outside the plot. The horizontal 
error bar represents the standard deviation of hole defect density. The vertical error bar in the phase 
rigidity curve comes from the measurement of the SFD. b, Phase diagram of 2D superconductors. 
Phase Ι	 is the temperature range in which quasi-long-range order is established and phase 
fluctuation is low. In phase ΙΙ, Cooper pairs and free vortices coexist, and phase fluctuation is 
strong. Phase ΙΙΙ is the normal metallic state. In conventional BCS bulk superconductors, phase ΙΙ 
collapses and Cooper pair formation and long-range order emerge simultaneously. 
 
Fig. 4| Uniformity of superconducting gap distribution. a, STM image taken on sample #2. 
(sample bias VB = -12 mV, tunneling current It = 190 pA.) b, The spatial dependence of 
superconducting gap spectra along the white dashed arrow in a. The position independent     ±|∆) + ∆-| (bright yellow) peak energies show that the gap is spatially uniform. c,	STM image 
taken on sample #3. (VB = 8 mV, It = 100 pA.) d, The spatial dependence of superconducting gap 
spectra along the white dashed arrow in c. The peak energy is position independent similar to that 
in b. The conductance outside the gap energy range is noisier at the defect positions. e, Topography 
on sample #3 showing step edge defects and hole defects. f, Spectra taken on position Ι to ΙΙΙ as 
labeled in e. Inside the window marked by the red dashed line, duplicate curves which are 
amplified by a factor of 7 are also plotted to better show the tunneling peak feature at ±|∆) − ∆-|. 
Curves are offset for clarity and the horizontal black bars mark the zero for each curve. 
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Part 1.  Photographic images of instruments 
Fig. S1a is a photographic image of the double-coil mutual inductance system probe1 on top of 
sample. A reflection image of the coil probe can be seen on the sample surface and is used to 
determine the probe distance from the sample surface. In our study, we typically position the probe ~	65	µm above the sample, avoiding any mechanical contact. The probe diameter is 1.5	mm, 
which is smaller than the typical sample size (3.5	mm × 	8	mm), to ensure that the response is of 
macroscopic scale but only resulting from the sample surface.  Using this technique, we measure 
the sample superfluid density as a function of temperature. Fig. S1b is a photographic image for 
the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip on top of sample where both the STM tip and its 
reflection image on the sample surface can be seen. The same sample can be transferred through 
an ultra-high-vacuum transfer vessel with base pressure ~	10./0	torr, between these two probes 
stations to maintain the perfect crystallinity of the sample. 
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Figure S1| Photographic images of instruments. a, Photographic image of the double-coil 
mutual inductance system probe. The diameter of the sample is about 1.5mm, and the probe to 
sample distance is about 65	µm. b, Photographic image of the scanning tunneling microscope tip.  
 
 
 
Part 2.  Tunneling spectra using normal tip and superconducting tip 
A comparison between tunneling spectra taken with normal tungsten (W) tip and superconducting 
niobium (Nb) tip is presented in Fig. S2. The lowest temperature of our STM instrument is ~	2.3 
K, which is close to the superconductivity transition temperature of the indium sample, ~	3.0	K. 
Compared with tunneling spectra using normal tip, superconducting tip improves the energy 
resolution and provides better accuracy of gap size determination. Fig. S2a shows temperature 
dependent tunneling spectra taken by W tip on indium sample #1, from where, 2.9	K < T9:; <4.3	K can be drawn.  Fig. S2b exhibits an example of tunneling spectra using Nb superconducting 
tip on indium sample #2 at 2.58K. The spacing between the outer (inner) tunneling peaks roughly 
correspond to twice of the sum (difference) of the tip and the sample gap values (as labeled on Fig. 
S2b), however an accurate determination of the gap value requires the fitting procedure. The fitting 
of the experimental data is done through the superconducting to superconducting tunneling 
formula:  
𝐼>> = 𝐺AA𝑒 C 𝑁/>(𝐸)𝑁G>(𝐸 + 𝑒𝑉)𝑁/A(0)𝑁GA(0)J.J [𝑓(𝐸) − 𝑓(𝐸 + 𝑒𝑉)]𝑑𝐸, 
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	𝐺>> = 𝑑𝐼>>𝑑𝑉 . 
From the fitting, both the sample gap value and the tip gap value are obtained: 𝛥>RSTUV = 	0.408	𝑚𝑒𝑉, 𝛥XYT = 1.44	𝑚𝑒𝑉. 
 
 
 
 
Figure S2| Tunneling spectra using W tip and Nb tip. a, Temperature dependent tunneling 
spectra using W tip taken on indium sample #1. Coherence peaks are broadened because the 
instrumentation temperature is close to the superconductivity transition temperature. Curves are 
shifted vertically for clarity. b, Tunneling spectra at 2.58K using Nb tip taken on sample #2. The 
green curve represents the experimental data and the yellow curve represents the fitted results.  
 
